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A8-Movie-Review-Predictor

Due  Thursday by 11:59pm  Points  100  Submitting  an external tool

Assignment Goals
The goal of this assignment is to write a class that 'learns' from a file of movie reviews (with a 0-4
score and some text), and uses that information to predict what score a new review might get.

From a technical point of view, this assignment practices structuring and developing a class, and
builds on examples of using HashMaps and ArrayLists.

Getting Started
To start, download the files in this folder  (https://drive.google.com/open?
id=1khGX2ZRljI9NOMGN4ytOUSKph7dPmHqt) . It contains a Java file and two text files.

In Eclipse, make an a8  package. Add the three files to this package. Create a
MovieReviewPredictorTest.java  JUnit test file.

How the Predictor Works 
The predictor reads in a files of reviews. Each review has a 0-4 score as the first item on each line,
followed by one or more words which are the text of the review. An example file might contain

4 a excellent movie 
0 a bad movie 
3 pretty decent movie

When the predictor sees a word, it associates that word with the score of the review it is in.
Looking just at the first line in the above file, the 4 score would get associated with "a", "excellent",
and "movie". This can be nicely stored in a HashMap, resulting in a map that has

{"a"=4, "excellent"=4, "movie"=4}

However, those words may appear in multiple reviews, or even multiple times in a single review. In
the example file above, the word "movie" appears in all the lines each with a different score.
Rather than trying to understand the context of its use, the predictor takes the simple approach of
averaging all the scores it is associated with. If "movie" appears in a 4-star review, a 0-star review,
and a 3-star review, as it does in the example file, the predictor adds up all those scores (4 + 0 + 3
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= 7) and the number of times it appears (3) to calculate an average value of 7/3, or 2.3333...
(beware of int division here!).

This process is repeated for all words, resulting in a final value for each word, with those values
stored in the HashMap. After examining all the words and scores in the example file, the HashMap
would contain

{"a"=2, "excellent"=4, "movie"=2.33333, "bad"=0, "pretty"=3, "decent"=3}

Check to see if you can figure out why "a" has a value of 2 in this example.

One adjustment to make is that average words (those with a value around 2, or greater than or
equal to 1.75 or less than or equal to 2.25) are ignored. For example, "a" and "the" might appear in
a lot of reviews, but don't really contribute to the meaning. They also tend to overwhelm the values
of the interesting words. So the predictor should remove those (or never add them in). After
removing these average words, the HashMap might look like

{"excellent"=4, "movie"=2.33333, "bad"=0, "pretty"=3, "decent"=3}

Finally, the goal of the predictor is to guess what score might be associated with a review it doesn't
know. Given a new review that needs a predicted score, each word in the review is checked for its
value in the HashMap computed above. The total word value is added up and then an average for
the review is found. Words that are not known are ignored, both in score and count. So, given a
review and the words it knows from above, review text of

"a pretty excellent film"

the predictor would ignore "a" and add up the values of "pretty" and "excellent" and ignore "film" to
get a total score of 7. Since two words were used to get that total, the average is 3.5, which is the
predicted score for the review. If the review were a real review with a score, we could compare the
predicted and actual score to see how the approach is working.

The Structure of the Starter Code
The beginning of a class structure is provided to you. You should follow this structure. There are
Javadocs describing what each method does. In addition, there are comments giving the outline of
a solution approach.

Here is the basic design of the class. It is intended that an instance of this class will have learned
word values from a file and will store those values in a wordValues  instance variable that maps
between a word key and a score value.

The constructor's job is to make a ready-to-go predictor. The constructor takes a filename, and
calls methods to read the file and build the HashMap  of word values. 
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The main method drives the overall program. It makes an instance of the predictor class, then
reads in a file of reviews to test and print out the predicted and actual review scores.

Other methods need to be implemented within this structure, as described in their Javadocs and
comments.

This assignment closely follows the example of the vote counting program in Friday's recitation.
You are urged to look carefully at that code and to adapt it as needed for this assignment.

Some variables are instance variables. The HashMap wordValues  gets repeatedly used as each
review asks for a prediction. Other data in the program is transitory - it gets used to build up the
final word value, but it does not need to persist with each instance. In this case, the intent is for you
to make local variables as needed in the methods. 

Note that several of the methods are already declared to be static. These methods have more of a
helper status in the class, and don't need access to the instance variables. When your methods
can be static, it's a good idea to make them static. This will make it easier to test and use them,
because they can be used without creating a new object instance.

You are welcome implement your own extra helper methods if it makes things simpler for you.

And finally, some of the methods are public that are not called in main. This suggests that they
could have been made private, as they are only called from other methods of the class. I have kept
them public as an aid to testing during submission.

Developing your program
For this assignment you are required to:

complete the starter code to produce a functioning Predictor
write JUnit tests for all public methods that you implemented
Write a short paragraph at the very bottom of the java file as a comment describing how
well you think the predictor works, any trends you see, and any explanation you have as to why
the prediction and the actual score might not work.

My suggestion for developing the program is to:

1. Review the vote counting recitation. There is a connection between counting the votes
associated with a candidate and totaling the scores associated with a word.

2. Work through an example by hand. Use the smallReviews.txt to make a totalScores  HashMap,
a wordCounts  HashMap, and then from those make a wordValues  HashMap. You can compare
your result to the results in the section about how the predictor works.

3. Write JUnit tests for the results you expect from doing it by hand, and add extras if you can
think of other aspects that might be useful to test.
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4. Implement the code and check each method with your tests as you go. If it does not work,
investigate the running code with the debugger or print statements to see how the maps evolve
in value.

5. Try it on the full reviews file.
6. Study the predicted results and actual scores. 
7. Write your analysis paragraph at the bottom of the file 

You do not need to modify comments, but they should be in the correct place in the
code.

Some example output from learning the smallReviews.txt and testing with that is

Word totals: {a=4, pretty=3, movie=7, bad=0, excellent=4, decent=3} 
Word counts: {a=2, pretty=1, movie=3, bad=1, excellent=1, decent=1} 
{pretty=3.0, movie=2.3333333333333335, bad=0.0, excellent=4.0, decent=3.0} 
Predicted: 3.2 actual: 4 a excellent movie 
Predicted: 1.2 actual: 0 a bad movie 
Predicted: 2.8 actual: 3 pretty decent movie

Submitting
Submit just the java file with the working predictor and your MovieReviewPredictorTest.java file.
Make sure to remove the debugging prints I have in the computeScoreAndCounts method. Make
sure you have some explanatory text at the bottom of the file. Add your name with an additional
@author  tag to the top.
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A8-MovieReviewPredictor No Submission

A7-Dynamic-Array-and-Set Submitted
14 Hours, 54 Minutes Late

 

A6-Chatbot 36.0 / 100.0
7 Days, 13 Hours Late

 

A5-BinarySearch-And-Recursion 81.0 / 100.0
3 Days, 9 Hours Late

 

Midterm 67.0 / 100.0
7 Days 23 Hours Late

Submit Programming Assignment

 Upload all files for your submission

SUBMISSION METHOD

DRAG & DROP

Any file(s) including .zip. Click to browse.

 Upload  GitHub  Bitbucket
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